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Multipolar magnetism is an emerging field of quantum materials research. The building blocks of
multipolar phenomena are magnetic ions with a non-Kramers doublet, where the orbital and spin
degrees of freedom are inextricably intertwined, leading to unusual spin-orbital entangled states.
The detection of such subtle forms of matter has, however, been difficult due to a limited number of
appropriate experimental tools. In this work, motivated by a recent magnetostriction experiment on
Pr2Zr2O7, we theoretically investigate how multipolar quantum spin ice, an elusive three dimensional
quantum spin liquid, and other multipolar ordered phases in the pyrochlore materials can be detected
using magnetostriction. We provide theoretical results based on classical and/or quantum studies
of non-Kramers and Kramers magnetic ions, and contrast the behaviors of distinct phases in both
systems. Our work paves an important avenue for future identification of exotic ground states in
multipolar systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of a robust understanding of
emergent phenomena in strongly correlated quantum
systems1,2 ultimately requires deep insight into the
many-body ground state, and the excitations it can sup-
port. This historically successful paradigm has been chal-
lenged in recent times by two prominent examples: quan-
tum spin liquids (QSLs) and multipolar ordered-states
(MPOs). QSLs, which are long-range entangled cor-
related paramagnets, support deconfined fractionalized
excitations (spinons) that couple to an emergent gauge
field3,4. QSLs arise from a variety of mechanisms, from
geometrical frustration5,6 to anisotropic bond-dependent
interactions7–9. The lack of magnetic ordering presents
an obvious challenge as to its detection with conventional
probes, and despite efforts from neutron scattering10,11,
a true smoking-gun signature has proven to be elusive.
Analogously, MPOs also defy detection by conventional
probes, despite falling under the purview of spontaneous
symmetry breaking. These ordered states, which arise
from spin-orbit coupling and crystalline electric fields
(CEFs) placing restrictions on localized electron orbitals’
shapes, do not possess just a simple dipolar moment. In-
stead, they support non-trivial charge and magnetic den-
sity distributions (described by higher-rank multipolar
moments12,13), which fail to directly couple to neutrons
and other probes of ordering, and have been appropri-
ately named “hidden orders”.
The central question that remains for both of these
phenomena is: how can the existence and properties of
QSLs’ and MPOs’ interacting many-body ground states
be examined if they shy away from conventional probing
tools? The answer to this question has had some success
in recent times where novel elastic-based techniques in
multipolar heavy fermion systems seem to indicate the
onset of MPOs14–17. Motivated by such experiments, we
ask: could the experimentally reticent QSLs be exposed
if they arise from interacting multipolar moments?
The pyrochlore oxide family provides a unique setting
for the closer examination of the posed question. In these
compounds, local CEFs result in low-lying Kramers or
non-Kramers ground states18. The Kramers ions typi-
cally host dipolar moments, and as such are more re-
ceptive to conventional probing tools19–25. However,
the non-Kramers doublet found in Pr2Zr2O7 hosts time-
reversal even electric quadrupolar moments (and an ac-
companying magnetic dipolar moment)26,27. These mo-
ments reside on a pyrochlore lattice, where frustrated
pairwise interactions allow the possible existence of a
type of QSL with an emergent U(1) gauge field and ac-
companying bosonic spinons, known as quantum spin
ice10,28–34.
In this work, we propose that magnetostriction (length
change under an external magnetic field) provides a sharp
and distinct signature of quantum spin ice formed from
non-Kramers multipolar moments. The current work is
directly motivated by a recent experiment on the quan-
tum spin ice candidate material, Pr2Zr2O7
35. In order to
validate this proposal, we contrast its difference by pre-
senting the distinctive length change behaviours of pos-
sible ordered states in Kramers/non-Kramers ions. In
doing so, we establish a comprehensive theory of magne-
tostriction for a number of possible novel emergent phases
in both non-Kramers and Kramers pyrochlore systems.
The findings are based on corroborating classical analysis
and exact diagonalization of quantum models on the py-
rochlore lattice. Our theoretical results provide a means
to identify the existence of a QSL’s many-body ground
state, and to distinguish the various ordered phases in the
pyrochlore family. Our work lays the foundations upon
which targeted experimental investigations can be con-
ducted on QSLs, and provides a new direction of inquiry
in the field of multipolar magnetism.
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FIG. 1. Classical Phase diagram of Eq. 1 for non-Kramers
ions (Jz± = 0). The depicted phases are multipolar spin ice
(MSI) of T1g, coplanar anti-ferroquadrupolar (cAFQL) of T2g,
a second coplanar anti-ferroquadrupolar (cAFQL) of T1g, and
ferro-quadrupolar (FQL) of Eg symmetry. Here we use the
subscript ‘L’ to indicate orderings in the local basis (Sup-
plementary Information I and XIII). cAFQL and cAFQL are
related to each other by a local C4z rotation on each sublat-
tice.
II. PSEUDOSPIN-1/2 MODEL OF
PYROCHLORE MATERIALS
In the R2M2O7 oxide family, the local moments arise
from the f electrons of the R3+ rare-earth ions. Impor-
tantly, the surrounding cage of O2− ions subject the f
electrons to a local D3d crystalline electric field (CEF),
which splits the J multiplet of isolated R3+ ions to
yield low-lying Kramers or non-Kramers doublet ground
states, depending on the nature of the R3+ ions. In
Yb2Ti2O7
24,36–39, for example, the J = 7/2 multiplet is
split to yield Kramers ground states that support conven-
tional magnetic dipole moments, which can be efficiently
represented by the pseudospin-1/2 operator S = J .
In the intriguing candidate quantum spin-ice material,
Pr2Zr2O7, the J = 4 degenerate manifold is partially
lifted to yield non-Kramers (doublet) ground states of
an even number of f electrons. As a consequence, these
support, in addition to a conventional magnetic dipole
moment, more exotic time-reversal even quadrupolar mo-
ments. The multipolar moments can be efficiently rep-
resented by the pseudospin components, Sx = JxJz,
Sy = JyJz, and Sz = Jz, where the overline indicates
a symmetrized product26. In the local frame of each
sublattice (as described in Supplementary Information
I), members of the R2M2O7 family obey the following
generic nearest-neighbour pseudospin-1/2 model26,27,40,
H =
∑
〈ij〉
{
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z
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where
∑
〈ij〉 is a sum over nearest neighbour sites i and
j on the pyrochlore lattice, γij and ζij = −γ∗ij are uni-
modular complex numbers listed in Supplementary In-
formation I. Jzz > 0 is an antiferromagnetic interaction
that gives rise to the celebrated two-in, two-out spin ice
rule. Due to the quadrupolar nature of Sx,y in the non-
Kramers variety, Jz± = 0 by time-reversal symmetry. We
note that, in anticipation of the discussion to follow, the
exchange coupling constants are conventionally taken to
be independent of applied magnetic fields, as the ground
state doublet in Pr2Zr2O7 is well separated from its ex-
cited states10.
Figure 1 presents the T = 0 classical phase diagram
associated with Eq. 1 with Jz± = 0. This classical
non-Kramers phase diagram provides a zoo of possible
phases: a classical 2-in, 2-out multipolar spin ice (MSI)
phase of T1g symmetry, a coplanar anti-ferroquadrupolar
(cAFQL) phase with T2g symmetry, another coplanar
antiferro-quadrupolar (cAFQL) of T1g symmetry, and a
ferro-quadrupolar (FQL) of Eg symmetry
41. Here we use
the subscript ‘L’ to indicate orderings in the local basis.
Although we have so far discussed classical multipo-
lar phases, it is highly suggestive from parton mean-field
theory (known as gauge mean field theory, gMFT30,31)
studies that quantum phases are the descendants of these
parent classical phases. Indeed, in gMFT, the classical
SI phase gets promoted to a U(1) quantum spin-liquid
phase, which is characterized by the existence of decon-
fined bosonic spinons (magnetic monopoles, in the spin
ice literature42) coupled to a U(1) gauge field28. The
other classically ordered phases get promoted to Higgs
phases in gMFT, where the bosonic monopole condenses
thus eliminating the emergent gauge field. In the current
work, instead of using gMFT, we examine the quantum
model using exact diagonalization, which indeed confirms
the relevant phase diagram (Supplementary Information
XI).
III. ELASTIC STRAIN COUPLING TO LOCAL
MOMENTS
In this section, we examine the coupling of the local
R3+ moments to the elastic normal modes. The cubic
nature of the underlying Bravais lattice constrains (by
3Oh point group) the elastic energy to be of the form,
Flattice = cB
2
(
2B
)
+
c11 − c12
2
(
2µ + 
2
ν
)
+
c44
2
(
2xy + 
2
yz + 
2
xz
)
,
(2)
where the crystal’s deformation is described by the com-
ponents of the strain tensor ik, and cij is the elastic mod-
ulus tensor describing the stiffness of the crystal. Here
cB is the bulk modulus, B ≡ xx+yy+zz is the volume
expansion of the crystal, ν ≡ (2zz − xx − yy)/
√
3 and
µ ≡ (xx − yy) are cubic normal mode lattice strains.
Due to the sublattice nature of pyrochlore lattice, we
specify that the elastic strain tensors, magnetic fields, as
well as local moments, written in the local basis of a given
sublattice-α possess a sublattice index i.e. Sx,y,zα , h
x,y,z
α ,
αij . In the global basis {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)}, we
write the same quantities without the sublattice index.
In coupling the elastic strain to the localized moments,
we enforce the local D3d point group symmetry of the
surrounding CEF locally. We present in Supplementary
Information II, the relationships between local and global
quantities and their transformations under D3d.
Firstly, since the non-Kramers XY pseudospin com-
ponents are time-reversal even electric quadrupolar mo-
ments, they can couple linearly to elastic strain as,
FXY,NK =− k1
[
Sxα
(
αxx − αyy
)− 2Syααxy]
− k2
[
Sxα
α
xz + S
y
α
α
yz
]
, (3)
where we have introduced Einstein summation notation
for α. We explicitly denote the non-Kramers case by the
subscript NK, and k1,2 are phenomenological coupling
constants. The Z pseudospin component contains the
time-reversal odd magnetic dipole moment and can only
couple to the elastic strain in the presence of a time-
reversal breaking external magnetic field, h, to yield,
FZ =− g1Szα
[ (
αxx − αyy
)
hxα − 2αxyhyα
]
− g4Szαhzα
[
αzz
]
− g2Szα
[
αxzh
x
α + 
α
yzh
y
α
]
− g3Szαhzα
[
αxx + 
α
yy
]
(4)
where g1,2,3,4 are coupling constants, and we again em-
ploy Einstein summation notation for α. Equation 4 is
common to both non-Kramers and Kramers ions.
IV. MAGNETOSTRICTION BEHAVIOURS OF
NON-KRAMERS PYROCHLORE MATERIALS
Under an applied magnetic field, the magnetic dipole
moment couples at linear order and to the quadrupolar
moments at quadratic order,
Hmag,NK =− h ·
∑
t
3∑
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zˆαS
z
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− δ1
∑
t
3∑
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(
hxαh
z
αS
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αS
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)
(5)
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t
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2 − (hxα)2
]
Sxt,(α) + 2h
x
αh
y
αS
y
t,(α)
)
where
∑
t sums over all up tetrahedra, S
µ
t,(α) is the S
µ mo-
ment on sublattice α of tetrahedron t. The second term
in Eq. 5 is a quadratic-in-h coupling to the quadrupolar
moments, which is perturbatively weak as compared to
the magnetic field coupling to the dipole moments; we in-
clude small phenomenological quantities δ12, to represent
this diminutive nature. The strength of the quadratic
background in the length change depends on δ1,2. In-
deed, the value of δ1,2 depends inversely on the gap (∆)
between the ground state and excited states, δ1,2 ∼ 1/∆.
In the context of Pr2Zr2O7, the gap is relatively large
(∆ ≈ 9.5meV10) thus physically justifying the minus-
cule magnitude of δ1,2. In other pyrochlore materials,
such as Tb2Ti2O7, this gap is almost an order of mag-
nitude smaller (∆ ≈ 1.4 meV44), and consequently the
quadratic background to the magnetostriction is more
dominant45,46. Applying the strategy described in Meth-
ods, we derive the following length change expressions
along the ` = (1, 1, 1) and ` = (1, 1, 0) directions under
h = h√
3
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FIG. 2. Length change, ∆L
L
, under applied [111] magnetic field, h for spin ice phase J± = 0.02Jzz, J±± = 0.05Jzz. Left:
along the (1,1,1) direction, Right: along the (1,1,0) direction. For an infinitesimal field, the classical spin ice enters into the
degenerate Kagome spin ice phase (denoted by yellow shaded region). The quantum spin ice is, however, stable for a small
window of magnetic field strengths43; we schematically denote this region by the orange shaded region (the size of the region
is amplified for ease of viewing). For large fields, the system resides in a fully-polarized state (indigo-blue shaded region). The
green, blue and red curves [squares] denote the length change arising from the XY pseudospin (quadrupolar), Z pseudospin
(dipole), and combined contributions, respectively, from classical [32 site exact diagonalization] studies. The dipole plot-line
is (slightly) purposely shifted from the total length change plot-line to more easily visualize the individual contributions. The
classical (1,1,0) length change possesses two-behaviours in the Kagome ice phase, due to the degeneracy of the Kagome ice
manifold being reflected in the length change Eq. 7. The average over the degenerate branches matches up with the ED result
for the (1,1,0) direction. The values of the chosen lattice-pseudospin couplings are presented in Supplementary Information V.
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where the subscript and superscript in
(
∆L
L
)
refers to the
magnetic field and length change directions, respectively.
We note that the pseudospin operators are taken to be
understood as their expectation value with respect to the
5ground state. We note that we have redefined the cou-
plings in Eqs. 6, 7 from Eqs. 3, 4 for brevity i.e. g1 ≡ g1√6 ,
g2 ≡ g22√3 , g3 ≡
2g3
3
√
3
, and g4 ≡ g43√3 , and k1 ≡
k1√
3
,
k2 ≡ k2√6 . A striking observation of Eq. 6 is that uni-
form ferro-like ordering of the XY local moments results
in vanishing length contributions from the quadrupolar
moments. This scenario occurs for when J±± = 0 and
only Jzz, J± > 0. To have non-vanishing contributions
from the quadrupolar moments, the ` = (1, 1, 1) length
change clearly requires the assistance of J±± 6= 0 to give
a non-uniformity (or even canting) to the ordering on
each sublattice. For ` = (1, 1, 0), a ferro-like ordering
still yields a finite length change contribution from the
quadrupolar moments.
A. Unique magnetostriction signature of
multipolar spin ice
We present in Fig. 2 the unique magnetostriction be-
haviour for the MSI phase along the (1,1,1) and (1,1,0)
direction under an applied field along the [111] direction.
The solid lines are obtained from a classical computation,
while the squares are obtained from 32-site ED of the
quantum model. We describe in Methods the procedure
for these respective techniques. The depicted shaded
regions can be understood as a battle between two en-
ergy scales: spin-exchanges and magnetic field. For small
fields, the classical system enters into a Kagome ice (KI)
phase, where the spin on sublattice 0 is fully polarized,
while the remaining three spins conspire to satisfy the
overall 2-in, 2-out ice rules of the exchange terms over
an entire tetrahedron47–49. For the quantum model, the
U(1) QSL survives for small window of magnetic field
strength43 (depicted by an amplified orange shaded re-
gion in Fig. 2, for ease of viewing), until it enters into
the quantum Kagome ice phase (described below). In the
classical KI phase, the extensive degeneracy of the clas-
sical MSI phase partially remains within each Kagome
layer50,51. This can be easily noticed on a given tetrahe-
dron where three possible states satisfy the 2-in, 2-out ice
rules: {Sz(0),Sz(1),Sz(2),Sz(3)} : (KIa) = {↑, ↑, ↓, ↓}, (KIb) =
{↑, ↓, ↑, ↓}, (KIc) = {↑, ↓, ↓, ↑}. In the quantum limit,
the ground state is that of a superposition over this de-
generate manifold and is named quantum Kagome ice
(QKI)52,53. Finally, in the large-field limit, all the pseu-
dospins are polarized: this state corresponds to the pseu-
dospins on sublattice-0 (sublattice-1,2,3) pointing out of
(into) a given tetrahedron. Interestingly, an island of
XY quadrupolar ordering develops for intermediate fields
during the transition between the KI and fully polar-
ized state, where the XY orderings are not identical on
the sublattices. This results in a sharp discontinuity in
the XY length change, accompanied by a ‘flip’ in the z-
component on sublattice 1 to Sz < 0 (or any of the sublat-
tices that have Sz = 1/2), and an alignment into the fully
polarized state: {Sz(0),Sz(1),Sz(2),Sz(3)} = {↑, ↓, ↓, ↓}. We
present in Supplementary Information VI the behaviour
of the local pseudospin configurations on each sublattice
under the [111] magnetic field.
Both classical total length changes (the sum of the
quadrupolar and dipolar contributions) in Fig. 2 possess
a sharp discontinuity which originates from the transi-
tion from KI to the fully polarized phase. Furthermore,
both directions possess an additional quadratic-in-h scal-
ing behaviour (imposed on top of a linear-in-h scaling
from the dipole moments). This arises from the∼ h2 cou-
pling of the magnetic field to the quadrupolar moments
in Eq. 5. A crucial difference between the two length
change directions is mainly with the dipole contributions
to the respective length change direction. Firstly, in the
fully polarized limit, (1,1,1) and (1,1,0) directions have
opposite signs in their total length change. Secondly, and
more interestingly, the (1,1,0) direction has two possible
(dipole) length behaviours from the classical computa-
tion in the KI phase, while there is a unique behaviour
for the (1,1,1) direction. This is a result of the degeneracy
of the KI phase. For the (1,1,1) direction, all three degen-
erate KI states (KIa,KIb,KIc) give the same expressions
for the length change when these configurations are in-
serted into Eq. 6. For the (1,1,0) direction, however, the
length change expression of Eq. 7 is sensitive to which of
the three KI degenerate states is chosen. In particular,
(KIa,KIb) have the same length change behaviour when
their respective configurations are inserted in to Eq. 7,
but (KIc) has a different length change expression. This
difference can be traced to the dipole terms unique to the
(1,1,0) direction in Eq. 7. Depending on which KI degen-
erate solution is chosen, we can thus get one of the two
branches as depicted in Fig. 2(b), and subsequently the
sign of the dipole contribution for the (1,1,0) direction
can flip (or be retained) in the fully polarized limit. In
a realistic system, it is possible that one may obtain an
average over the three possible KI configurations. Inter-
estingly, this ‘averaged’ behaviour is precisely what the
ED computation of the quantum model finds, corrobo-
rating the idea that the quantum ground state can be
thought as the superposition of three degenerate config-
urations. All of these behaviours thus provide a sharp
signature for the existence of a MSI phase at h = 0.
The ED results match well with the classical solution’s
(1,1,1) direction, especially in the region of KI and the
fully polarized state. Although the quadrupolar peak
is broadened out as compared to its classical counter-
part, we attribute this to possible finite size effects of
ED, quantum fluctuations, and the challenge of extract-
ing the symmetry-broken order parameter. We provide a
detailed explanation of the latter point in Methods. For
the (1,1,0) direction, more care needs to be taken to un-
derstand its apparent difference with its classical counter-
part. In particular, the obtained ED ground state is non-
degenerate, with the z-spin expectation value on each of
sublattice-1,2,3 being − 16 . This appears to suggest that
the quantum ground state is an equal superposition over
all the three degenerate classical Kagome ice states (on a
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FIG. 3. Length change, ∆L
L
, along the (1,1,1) direction under applied [111] magnetic field, h, for the various classically
multipolar ordered phases of non-Kramers ions (Jz± = 0): (a) coplanar anti-ferroquadrupolar (cAFQL), (b) a second coplanar
anti-ferroquadrupolar (cAFQL), (c) and (d) ferro-quadrupolar (FQL±) where the ± denote J±± > 0 and J±± < 0, respectively.
The dashed vertical lines denote regions of discontinuity in the length change, intimately linked to the discontinuity arising
from Sz(0) becoming fully polarized. The green, blue and red curves denote the length change arising from the XY pseudospin
(quadrupolar), Z pseudospin (dipole), and combined contributions, respectively. Just as in Fig. 2, the dipole plot-line is
(slightly) purposely shifted from the total length change plot-line to more easily visualize the individual contributions. The
values of the chosen exchange couplings and lattice-pseudospin couplings are presented in Supplementary Information V.
given tetrahedron), resulting in the single possibility for
the dipole length change. For completeness, and to en-
able comparison with experiments, we present the length
change under a [110] magnetic fields in Supplementary
Information VII. Comparing the relatively smooth mag-
netostriction features for the [110] field to the peak struc-
ture for [111] field highlights the strong anisotropy and
selection rules of magnetostriction.
B. Length change behaviours of non-Kramers
multipolar ordered phases
In order to clearly distinguish SI signatures from
the other magnetically (or quadrupolar) ordered ground
states, it is pertinent to consider the magnetostriction
behaviour of the symmetry-broken ordered phases. It is
beneficial to first write, in terms of the classical multipo-
lar order parameters (using Supplementary Information
XIII), both the interacting pseudospin model,
HtetNK =
1
2
[
3Jzzm
2
A2 − 6J±m2E + (2J± − 4J±±)m2T1,B
− Jzzm2T1,A + (2J± + 4J±±)m2T2
]
(8)
and the ` = (1, 1, 1) magnetostriction expression (Eq. 6),(
∆L
L
)[111]
(1,1,1),NK
= Q0
[
mxT2 +m
y
T2
+mzT2
]
− hC0mA2
− h(C1 + C2)
(
mxT1,A +m
y
T1,A
+mzT1,A
)
(9)
where we drop the gerade subscript for the order pa-
rameters (described in Fig. 1) for brevity, and col-
lect the constants under Q0 = 8(2k1+k2)3√3c44 , D0 =
4
√
3(−8g1+4g2−3g3+6g4)
9c44
, D1 = 8
√
3(4g1+2g2−3g3+6g4)
27c44
, and
D2 = 2(g3+g4)3√3cB . Figure 3 depicts the magnetostriction be-
haviour for ` = (1, 1, 1) of the various multipolar ordered
phases discussed earlier; the vertical dashed lines indicate
jump discontinuous behaviours in the ordering. Specifi-
cally, both the cAFQL and cAFQL have jump discontin-
uous behaviours which correspond to Sz(0) becoming fully
polarized. The cAFQL also has the distinction of having
a finite length change in the absence of an external field.
This is apparent from Eq. 9, where the cAFQL order pa-
rameter is present even for h = 0. The FQL± states do
not possess any non-analytic behaviour in their length
changes. Indeed, the local moments undergo a smooth
7and gradual change into the fully polarized state. We
note that the FQL+ and FQL− behaviours are related
by a local C4z rotation of the pseudospins, where the ±
denote J±± > 0 and J±± < 0, respectively.
Due to these mentioned characteristics, each of the
MPOs have their own distinct signature that allows each
of them to be identified individually, as well as be dis-
tinguished from MSI. The FQL± states are the easiest to
identify, as they possess a smooth change in the length
change; this gradual change is not present in any of MSI
nor the other MPOs. cAFQL can also be distinguished as
it holds the honour of being the only non-Kramers phase
that has a finite length change in the absence of an ex-
ternal field. cAFQL and MSI share some similarities,
as both possess a jump discontinuity in the total length
change. However, a qualitative distinctions are (i) lack
of a jump/peak in quadrupolar contribution for cAFQL,
as compared to MSI, and (ii) the dipole length change
contribution for cAFQL phase ‘drops below’ (to a more
negative length change) after the transition, as compared
to the MSI which jumps ‘above’ (to a less negative length
change). Furthermore, the MSI magnetostriction has a
dominant linear-in-h scaling behaviour for the MSI be-
fore the jump, while the cAFQL has an overarching non-
linear scaling before Sz(0) becomes fully polarized. All of
these differences demonstrate the uniqueness of the non-
Kramers MSI and MPOs magnetostriction signatures.
V. COMPARISON WITH KRAMERS
MAGNETICALLY ORDERED PHASES
A natural comparison is with the more prevalent
Kramers ions of the pyrochlore family, which supports
the usual magnetic dipole moments Jx,y,z. Key differ-
ences between Kramers and non-Kramers ions are (i)
Jz± 6= 0 which causes mixing between the spin ice
and SFM phases, and (ii) the magnetic field can cou-
ple at linear order to the XY components of the pseu-
dospins for Kramers ions. These differences are a conse-
quence of the pseudospin components being mere dipole
moments and are thus odd under time-reversal. We
present the classical T = 0 phase diagram and the
magnetostriction behaviours of the magnetically ordered
phases in Supplementary Information VIII, IX. The clas-
sical phase diagram for Kramers ions possess a variety
of broken-symmetry phases: a generalized splayed fer-
romagnet (SFM), a coplanar antiferromagnetic Palmer-
Chalker (PC) phase, and a 1D manifold of antiferro-
magnetic states. The magnetostriction behaviours for
Kramers ions possess jump discontinuities in the length
change for increasing field strengths, and for certain
phases there are multiple such discontinuities.
We can draw specific contrasts between the associated
Kramers and non-Kramers states. For instance, the 1D
manifold-like states in Kramers case have a discontinuity,
while the corresponding FQL states of non-Kramers ions
undergo smooth length change under increasing field.
Analogously, SFM and cAFQL can be distinguished as
SFM has a vanishing length change at zero magnetic field,
while for cAFQL it is finite. Finally, PC and cAFQL can
be differentiated as PC has two discontinuous points in
the length change, while cAFQL has only one. Such key
differences in the length change behaviours of Kramers
and non-Kramers ions highlight the broad applicability of
magnetostriction in pyrochlore materials. Furthermore,
since Kramers ions are more commonly examined with
conventional probes of magnetic ordering (most notably
neutron scattering), magnetostriction can thus serve as
useful corroborating evidence. We contrast this with the
non-Kramers situation, where there is a dearth of probes
available, and where each of MPOs possess distinct fea-
tures (Fig. 3) that allows each of them to be individually
identified (and distinguished from non-Kramers MSI).
This comparison thus also serves to emphasize the suit-
ability of magnetostriction to non-Kramers ions.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we proposed that magnetostriction is an
ideal probe of multipolar quantum spin ice ground states
and multipolar ordered states in the pyrochlore oxide
family. Employing a symmetry based approach, we con-
structed an elastic strain coupling to the local rare-earth
moments, in the presence of an external magnetic field.
We studied all the possible classically ordered states of
the pseudospin-1/2 model, and we also employed a 32-site
exact diagonalization of the quantum model to examine
the multipolar quantum spin ice in non-Kramers ions.
We found that the multipolar quantum spin ice phase in
non-Kramers compounds has a unique magnetostriction
behaviour, that is distinct from the other multipolar or-
dered phases (which themselves have unique behaviours).
Our concrete theoretical results for magnetostriction
under [111] and [110] magnetic fields provide a guide for
targeted experimental investigations for MSI. Indeed, re-
cently presented experimental data of magnetostriction
in Pr2Zr2O7
35 seems to be qualitatively similar to our
results. Experimentally examining the length change for
[110] magnetic field would be an important next step
in verification of our selection rules of magnetostriction.
Our study is also broadly applicable to other multipolar
quantum spin candidate materials, Pr2Sn2O7
54–56 and
Pr2Hf2O7
57–59. In terms of future work, it would be in-
teresting to examine finite temperature length change be-
haviours, such as thermal expansion. Such studies would
provide an insight into the non-trivial fractionalized exci-
tations predicted in quantum spin ice, such as the emer-
gent monopoles and photon. It would also be intrigu-
ing to examine the study of magnetostriction in other
frustrated lattices (with different symmetries) which are
candidates for QSLs. It would be fascinating to explore
whether those systems also possess strong magnetostric-
tion signatures, for both their proposed QSL and/or any
nearby ordered phases.
8VII. METHODS
A. Generalized magnetostriction expressions for
non-Kramers ions
To determine the magnetostriction (or total length
change) expression ultimately requires knowledge of the
relative length change in terms of the elastic strain com-
ponents. In that respect, we appeal to the relative length
change expression of (as previously derived in Ref. 60),
(
∆L
L
)
~`
=
3∑
i,j=1
ij ˆ`i ˆ`j , (10)
where ij ≡ 12
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
is the standard strain tensor
(in the global basis), and ˆ`i is the i
th component of the
unit vector ˆ`. As is clear from Eq. 10, determining ij
is essential to find the fractional length change. To do
so, the strain tensor in Eqs. 3, 4 first needs to rewritten
in the global basis, using the change of basis described
in Supplementary Information III. This change of basis
ensures that all elastic strain dependent quantities are
written in terms of elastic strain normal modes in the
global basis µ,ν,xy,xz,yz. The subsequent total elastic free
energy, Felastic = Flattice + FXY,NK + FZ, is then mini-
mized with respect to the elastic strain normal modes to
yield extremized elastic strain expressions, presented in
Supplementary Information IV. Finally, the extremized
elastic strains are inserted into Eq. 10 to yield the gen-
eralized magnetostriction expressions along the direction
of interest, `.
B. Classical solution to pseudospin-1/2 model
The classical ground state of Eq. 1 is that of a 4-
sublattice q = 0 ordering, as Eq. 1 can be written as
the decoupled sum over individual (up or down) tetra-
hedron. Thus any classical configuration that minimizes
the energy of a single (up or down) tetrahedron automat-
ically minimizes the total Hamiltonian. The subsequent
magnetic orderings over the entire pyrochlore lattice is
that of magnetic orderings repeated over each tetrahe-
dron. Since, the non-Kramers ions involve quadrupolar
moments, these orderings are in fact multipolar orderings
(rather than magnetic orderings as in the Kramers case).
C. 32-site ED cluster study of quantum spin ice
The ED ground state is obtained by employing the
quantum lattice model solver package HΦ61. A central
step in this package is to represent the pseudospin oper-
ators in terms of fermionic operators, namely
Szi =
1
2
(c†i,↑ci,↑ − c†i,↓ci,↓)
S+i = c
†
i,↑ci,↓
S−i = c
†
i,↓ci,↑.
(11)
Using this formulation in Eq. 1, eigenenergies, eigen-
states, one-body Green’s function, and the two-body
Green’s function are obtained. The one-body Green’s
function permits the extraction of the expectation value
of the pseudospin operator i.e. 〈Sµi 〉. The two-body
Green’s function allows the pseudospin-pseudospin cor-
relation function to be obtained i.e. 〈Sµi Sνj 〉. The con-
vergence factor of the Lanczos algorithm is determined
by the condition of whether the relative error between
the ground state energy at a given step and that of the
previous step is less than 10−9.
We present in Fig. 4, the 32 site ED cluster we em-
ploy. This cluster is formed by having two Bravais lat-
tice points in each of the x, y, and z directions; periodic
boundary conditions are imposed in the three directions.
Indeed, 32 site ED favourably compares to other numer-
ical techniques such as numerical linked cluster meth-
ods in pyrochlore material Yb2Ti2O7
62. In Supplemen-
tary Information XI, we present the computationally-
less-intensive 16-site ED study from which we find the
h = 0 phase diagram and associate the various phases
with the ones present in Fig. 1. The location of the
ED phase boundaries in the 16-site study guides us in
choosing the J± = 0.02Jzz and J±± = 0.05Jzz param-
eter choice to investigate the quantum spin ice under a
magnetic field.
An inherent challenge in ED studies is in extracting
the pseudospin expectation values, as spontaneous sym-
metry breaking is only captured in the thermodynamic
limit63. As such, in finite-sized clusters (in zero mag-
netic field), the pseudospin expectation values are always
zero. This issue can be avoided in a magnetic field, as
the coupling of the field to the dipole moment explicitly
breaks the symmetry, thus rendering a finite dipole ex-
pectation value. However, in the absence of a field, we
sketch the general strategy that can be used, where we
employ the two-point pseudospin correlators and the in-
tensity of the structure factor to divine the pseudo-spin
expectation values. In particular, we use the numeri-
cally produced 〈Szi 〉 values as a benchmark to extract out
the pseudospin expectation values of the x and y com-
ponents. Even though the quadrupolar contribution to
the length change only involves the X and Y pseudospin
components on sublattices-1,2,3, (as will become clear
below), it is helpful to have information of the ordering
on sublattice-0.
We first recall that the pseudospin on sublattice 0 is
fully polarized under a [111] field to yield a trivial or-
dering on the triangular layers of Fig. 4. As such, we
(reasonably) assume that we can decouple the two-point
correlator for sublattice 0 sites (i, j) into the product of
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the expectation values on each site i.e. 〈Sµi Sνj 〉 ' 〈Sµi 〉〈Sνj 〉
for i 6= j ∈ sublattice-0. Here µ = {x, y, z} are compo-
nents of the pseduospin in the local axes. This decoupling
is true for the z-components (as it is trivially polarized),
but we assume that we can also do so for the x and y com-
ponents. We now employ the intensity of the structure
factor, which is defined as,
Sαβ(q) =
∑
µ
Sαβµ (q) =
1
Ns
∑
µ
∑
i∈α,j∈β
e−ik·(Ri−Rj)〈Sµi Sµj 〉,
(12)
where µ sums over the three components {x, y, z} of the
pseudospin, α and β are sublattice indices {0, 1, 2, 3},
Ns is the total number of sites, i, j are site locations of
sublattice α, β, respectively; in the Ns = 32 site cluster,
there are eight such i, j locations each. The wave number
k is represented by using primitive reciprocal vectors bi
as k =
∑3
i=1 qibi. From this notation, we can easily no-
tice that the first Brillouin zone is for −1/2 < qi < 1/2.
Using this definition, we now extract the expectation
value of the µ component of the pseudospin on sublattice-
0 (hereafter represented as “(0)”),
S00µ (q = 0) =
1
Ns
∑
i,j∈(0)
〈Sµi Sµj 〉 (13)
' 1
Ns
(
Ns
4
〈(Sµ(0))2〉+
Ns
4
(
Ns
4
− 1
)
〈Sµ(0)〉2
)
Here we used the fact that 〈Sµi 〉 = 〈Sµ(0)〉 for i ∈ (sublattce
0) due to the expected q = 0 ordering. In Eq. 13,
the left-hand-side and the first term in the right-hand-
side are numerically produced in the package, and so we
solve for the second term. We thus have an estimate
of the pseudospin expectation value on sublattice-0; as
a benchmark, the z-component expectation value from
this method agrees to the numerically produced value to
within 10−5.
Confident in the above decoupling scheme, we now pro-
ceed to find the pseudospin expectation values on the
other sublattices. For sublattices-1,2,3 we consider two
tetrahedra that are as far apart as possible in the 32-
site cluster: tetrahedron A composed of site (12,0,1,2)
and tetrahedron B composed of (31,25,26,27) in Fig. 4;
here we label the sites on each tetrahedron in ascend-
ing order of the sublattice number i.e. {12, 31} ∈ (0),
{0, 25} ∈ (1), {1, 26} ∈ (2), {2, 27} ∈ (3). Since these
tetrahedra are well separated, we can consider the pseu-
dospins on tetrahedron A to be to almost uncorrelated
to the pseudospins on tetrahedron B, and thus assume
they are separable just as we did above. With this as-
sumption, we then compute the expectation values for
sublattices-1,2,3 using the following,
〈Sµ31Sµ0 〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
' 〈S
µ
31〉〈Sµ0 〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
=
〈Sµ(0)〉〈Sµ(1)〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
= 〈Sµ(1)〉,
〈Sµ31Sµ1 〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
' 〈S
µ
31〉〈Sµ1 〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
=
〈Sµ(0)〉〈Sµ(2)〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
= 〈Sµ(2)〉,
〈Sµ31Sµ2 〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
' 〈S
µ
31〉〈Sµ2 〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
=
〈Sµ(0)〉〈Sµ(3)〉
〈Sµ(0)〉
= 〈Sµ(3)〉.
(14)
Again as a benchmark, the pseudospin z-expectation
values on the sublattices-1,2,3 computed from this
method agree very well with the numerically produced
value to within 10−5, thus providing a validation for the
assumption. The above ‘correlator’ strategy is benefi-
cial when there is no explicit symmetry breaking field.
Indeed, this is the case for the XY components when
the perturbatively weak quadratic-in-h coupling term is
disregarded. Comparing the ‘correlator’ method’s re-
sult for the XY expectation value with and without the
quadratic-in-h coupling term, we find that both results
are the same to within ∼ 10−4. For completeness, the
explicit expectation value (finite, in the presence of the
quadratic-in-h coupling term) gives the same qualita-
tive peak feature (in the quadrupolar contribution to
the length change) as the ‘correlator’ method, except the
10
quantitative value is reduced by a factor (as seen in Sup-
plementary Information XII).
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
I. LOCAL BASES, PSUEDOSPIN MODEL
MATRICES
The pyrochlore lattice is an underlying face-centred cu-
bic (FCC) Bravais lattice with four sublattices per unit
cell. We define the following local bases on each sublat-
tice α in Table S1.
α 0 1 2 3
zˆα
1√
3
(1, 1, 1) 1√
3
(1,−1,−1) 1√
3
(−1, 1,−1) 1√
3
(−1,−1, 1)
xˆα
1√
6
(−2, 1, 1) 1√
6
(−2,−1,−1) 1√
6
(2, 1,−1) 1√
6
(2,−1, 1)
yˆα
1√
2
(0,−1, 1) 1√
2
(0, 1,−1) 1√
2
(0,−1,−1) 1√
2
(0, 1, 1)
TABLE S1. Local sublattice basis vectors.
Within the local bases, we employ the γij matrix which
has the following matrix representation
γ=
 0 1 w w
2
1 0 w2 w
w w2 0 1
w2 w 1 0
 (15)
where w = e2pii/3.
II. SYMMETRY TRANSFORMATIONS OF
PSEUDOSPINS, MAGNETIC FIELD, AND
ELASTIC STRAIN UNDER D3d
The D3d point group can be generated by the two fol-
lowing elements, which written in an orthonormal basis
(R3 space) are,
S−6 =
 12
√
3
2 0
−
√
3
2
1
2 0
0 0 −1
 C′21 =
 −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1

where S−6 is an improper rotation about the z-
axis by pi/3, and C′21 is a pi rotation about the
y-axis. Using these generators, we can transform
the pseudospin-1/2 quantities (on sublattice α) as,
Sxα
S−6−−→ −1
2
Sαx −
√
3
2
Sαy
Syα
S−6−−→
√
3
2
Sαx −
1
2
Sαy
Szα
S−6−−→ Sαz
Sxα
C′21−−→ Sαx
Syα
C′21−−→ −Sαy (16)
Szα
C′21−−→ −Sαz
hxα
S−6−−→ −1
2
hxα −
√
3
2
hyα
hyα
S−6−−→
√
3
2
hxα −
1
2
hyα
hzα
S−6−−→ hαz
hxα
C′21−−→ −hxα
hyα
C′21−−→ hyα (17)
hzα
C′21−−→ −hzα
And finally, the elastic tensor transforms in the usual
manner i.e. ←→ → A←→ AT , where A is the symmetry
element.
III. RELATING QUANTITIES IN LOCAL AXES
TO GLOBAL AXES
We present the transformation of the relevant quanti-
ties from the local axes to the global axes. The vector
like quantities such as the magnetic field are transformed
using hα = P−1α h, and the tensor-strain is transformed
using α = P−1α  Pα. Here Pα is the change of basis
matrix for sublattice-α i.e. its columns contain the ba-
sis vectors of the given subalttice as denoted in Table S1.
For concreteness, we present the local-to-global magnetic
field transformations below,
 hx(0)hy(0)
hz(0)
 =

−2hx+hy+hz√
6
hz−hy√
2
hx+hy+hz√
3
 (18)
 hx(1)hy(1)
hz(1)
 =
 −
2hx+hy+hz√
6
hy−hz√
2
hx−hy−hz√
3
 (19)
 hx(2)hy(2)
hz(2)
 =

2hx+hy−hz√
6
−hy+hz√
2
−hx−hy+hz√
3
 (20)
 hx(3)hy(3)
hz(3)
 =

2hx−hy+hz√
6
hy+hz√
2
−hx+hy−hz√
3
 (21)
We reiterate that hx,y,z are magnetic field components in
the global basis (i.e. no sublattice index).
IV. EXTREMIZED ELASTIC STRAIN TENSOR
EXPRESSIONS FOR NON-KRAMERS IONS
Extremizing the elastic free energy with respect to the
normal modes ( δFelasticδij = 0) yields the following expres-
sions below. We emphasize that the above expressions
can be used (in combination with Eq. 10) when finding
the length change any direction of interest.
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∗µ =
g1 − g2
c11 − c12
[
hx
(
−Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) + Sz(3)
)
+ hy
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)]
+
k1 − k2
2 (c11 − c12)
[√
3
(
Sx(0) + S
x
(1) + S
x
(2) + S
x
(3)
)
−
(
Sy(0) + S
y
(1) + S
y
(2) + S
y
(3)
)]
(22)
∗ν =
g1 − g2√
3 (c11 − c12)
[
hx
(
Sz(0) + S
z
(1) − Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)
+ hy
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)
+ 2hz
(
−Sz(0) + Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)]
− k1 − k2
2 (c11 − c12)
[(
Sx(0) + S
x
(1) + S
x
(2) + S
x
(3)
)
+
√
3
(
Sy(0) + S
y
(1) + S
y
(2) + S
y
(3)
)]
(23)
∗B =
g3 + g4
cB
[
hx
(
Sz(0) + S
z
(1) − Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)
+ hy
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)
+ hz
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) − Sz(2) + Sz(3)
)]
(24)
∗xy =
4g1 + 2g2 − 3g3 + 6g4
3c44
[
hx
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)
+ hy
(
Sz(0) + S
z
(1) − Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)]
− 8g1 + 4g2 + 3g3 − 6g4
3c44
[
hz
(
Sz(0) + S
z
(1) + S
z
(2) + S
z
(3)
)]
(25)
− 2k1 + k2
c44
[
1√
3
(
Sx(0) − Sx(1) − Sx(2) + Sx(3)
)
+
(
Sy(0) − Sy(1) − Sy(2) + Sy(3)
)]
∗xz =
4g1 + 2g2 − 3g3 + 6g4
3c44
[
hx
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) − Sz(2) + Sz(3)
)
+ hz
(
Sz(0) + S
z
(1) − Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)]
− 8g1 + 4g2 + 3g3 − 6g4
3c44
[
hy
(
Sz(0) + S
z
(1) + S
z
(2) + S
z
(3)
)]
(26)
− 2k1 + k2
c44
[
1√
3
(
Sx(0) − Sx(1) + Sx(2) − Sx(3)
)
+
(
−Sy(0) + Sy(1) − Sy(2) + Sy(3)
)]
∗yz =
4g1 + 2g2 − 3g3 + 6g4
3c44
[
hy
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) − Sz(2) + Sz(3)
)
+ hz
(
Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
)]
(27)
− 8g1 + 4g2 + 3g3 − 6g4
3c44
[
hx
(
Sz(0) + S
z
(1) + S
z
(2) + S
z
(3)
)]
+
4k1 + 2k2
c44
[
1√
3
(
Sx(0) + S
x
(1) − Sx(2) − Sx(3)
)]
where we use the superscript to denote the extremized
elastic strain. We note that the magnetic field has also
been re-written in terms of the global basis as described
in Supplementary Information III.
V. NUMERICAL VALUES OF CHOSEN
COUPLING CONSTANTS CHOSEN
We take Jzz = 1 in this study. For the SI magne-
tostriction behaviours, we choose J±/Jzz = 0.02 and
J±±/Jzz = 0.05. For the cAFQL magnetostriction, we
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choose J±/Jzz = −0.5 and J±±/Jzz = −0.5. For the
cAFQL magnetostriction, we choose J±/Jzz = −0.5 and
J±±/Jzz = 0.5. For the FQL+ magnetostriction, we
choose J±/Jzz = 0.72 and J±±/Jzz = 0.5. For the
FQL− magnetostriction, we choose J±/Jzz = 0.72 and
J±±/Jzz = −0.5. We take g1 = g2 = − 94√3 × 10−7,
g3 = 14
√
3×10−7, g4 = 4
√
3×10−7, k1 = −4.5
√
3×10−7,
k2 = −2.6
√
3 × 10−7, and cB = c44 = c11 − c22 = 1.
Finally, we take δ1 = 0.00075 and δ2 = −0.000088 to
emphasize the perturbative nature of the quadratic-in-
h magnetic field coupling. The numerical values for the
pseudospin-lattice couplings are taken with comparison
to an experimental study of Pr-based heavy fermion com-
pound, PrIr2Zn20
64. PrIr2Zn20 shares similarities with
Pr2Zr2O7 in that both their interesting phenomena arise
from Pr ions’ f2 electrons. Taking the above coupling
constants yields magnetostriction behaviours that are of
the same scale as the reported study. Indeed, the physical
scale of (∆L/L) ∼ 10−6 for the relative length change is
also observed in magnetostriction studies in other f elec-
tron heavy fermion compounds65,66, as well as in pres-
surized Kitaev materials67. The actual value (or ratio)
of the coupling constants can be determined by employ-
ing the proposed length change behaviours in conjunction
with experimental measurements. As an example, by
subtracting off the leading linear-in-h scaling behaviour
in the experimental length change measurements for the
[111] field and (1,1,1) direction allows the determination
of (2k1 +k2) in Eq. 7 and subsequently (k1−k2) from the
(1,1,0) length change in Eq. 8, as we have numerically
computed the pseudospin configurations.
VI. NON-KRAMERS SPIN ICE LOCAL
PSEUDOSPIN CONFIGURATION IN [111]
MAGNETIC FIELD
We present in Fig. S1 the behaviour of the local pseu-
dospin configuration on each sublattice under the [111]
magnetic field. The shaded regions in Fig. S1 match
up with the shaded regions in Fig. 2 of the main text:
namely, ‘orange’ region indicates the U(1) QSL (quantum
spin ice),‘yellow’ region indicates Kagome Ice phase, and
‘indigo-blue’ region indicates polarized phase. The solid
lines (unfilled squares) indicate the classically (‘correla-
tor’ ED method) obtained local pseudospin configura-
tions. In the Kagome ice phase, the large degeneracy of
the classical solution is clearly seen, while the ED study
(as discussed in the main text) yields an averaged (over-
all degenerate states) local pseudospin configuration.
VII. CLASSICAL NON-KRAMERS SPIN ICE IN
[110] MAGNETIC FIELD
We present in Fig. S2 the classical magnetostric-
tion behaviour along the (1,1,1) and (1,1,0) directions
for a [110] magnetic field. As seen, there is a lack
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FIG. S1. Local pseudospin configuration for non-Kramers
SI in a [111] magnetic field. The degenerate Kagome spin ice
phase is denoted by yellow shaded region, stable quantum spin
ice is indicated by the orange shaded region, and the fully-
polarized state depicted by indigo-blue shaded region. Solid
lines (unfilled squares) indicate classically (ED) obtained local
pseudospin configurations on each sublattice.
of any clear/distinct features. The reason lies with
the fact that both the magnetic field and the ice rules
can be simultaneously satisfied for this field direction.
For the [110] field, the magnetic field couples solely to
sublattice-0,3 and fails to do so to sublattices 1,2 i.e.
only hˆ · (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ)0,3 6= 0, while hˆ · (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ)1,2 = 0. As
such, pseudospins on sublattice 0 and 3 respectively get
aligned parallel (+zˆ0) and anti-parallel (−zˆ3) to the field,
while the other sublattices conspire together to satisfy
the ice rules i.e. partial degeneracy of the ice rules re-
mains, with sublattices-1,2 taking Sz(1) = { 12 ,− 12} and
Sz(2) = {− 12 , 12}, respectively. This situation is valid for
any finite field values. Thus, there is no transition to
any fully-polarized state in the large field limit, and no
observable transition (unlike the [111] direction).
VIII. CLASSICAL PHASE DIAGRAM OF
KRAMERS IONS
The classical Kramers phase diagram of Fig. S3 pro-
vides a variety of possible phases: a blended phase com-
posed of SI and splayed ferromagnet (SFM) of the same
T1g symmetry, a coplanar antiferromagnetic Palmer-
Chalker (PC) phase of T2g symmetry, and a 1D mani-
fold of states with Eg symmetry. An obvious distinction
between the Kramers and non-Kramers phase diagram
is that SI and SFM phases blend together for Kramers
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FIG. S2. Length change, ∆L
L
, under applied [110] magnetic field, h for non-Kramers MSI phase J± = 0.02Jzz, J±± = 0.05Jzz.
Left: along the (1,1,1) direction, Right: along the (1,1,0) direction. Due to the lack of competition between the ice-rules and
the magnetic field couplings, the length change has a monotonic behaviour.
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FIG. S3. Classical Phase diagram of Eq. 1 for Kramers
(Jz± = 0.25Jzz). The depicted phases are spin ice (SI),
splayed ferromagnet (SFM), Palmer-Chalker (PC), and 1D
manifold of states. The black dashed line is when the SI and
SFM phases mix equally and separate a SI-Dominating phase
and a SFM-dominating phase.
ions, while the corresponding non-Kramers phases are
separated by a phase boundary for non-Kramers ions.
This is a consequence of Jz± 6= 0, which allows the two
aforementioned order parameters to mix. One can easily
notice this by expressing Eq. 1 in terms of classical order
parameters (orderings) on a single tetrahedron,
Htet =1
2
[
3Jzzm
2
A2 − 6J±m2E + (2J± − 4J±±)m2T2
− Jzzm2T1,A + (2J± + 4J±±)m2T1,B (28)
− 8Jz±mT1,A ·mT1,B
]
,
where we use the definition of the order parameters as
presented in Supplementary Information XIII, and we
drop the gerade subscript for the order parameters for
brevity. From the last term in Eq. 28 the two T1
symmetry magnetic orderings mix with each other when
Jz± 6= 0. Consequently, for Kramers ions, there exists
a ‘common’ region in the phase diagram with coexisting
SI and SFM ordering. Depending on the location in this
‘common’ region, the state is more SI-like or more SFM-
like, which we label as SI-dominant and SFM-dominant,
respectively.
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IX. MAGNETOSTRICTION EXPRESSIONS OF
KRAMERS PYROCHLORE MATERIALS
We now turn to examining the magnetostriction be-
haviour of classically ordered Kramers phases. Since
all the pseudospin components are magnetic dipole mo-
ments, they all couple to an external magnetic field at
linear order,
Hmag,K = −h ·
∑
t
3∑
α=0
[
zˆαS
z
t,(α) +
gxy
gzz
(
xˆαS
x
t,(α) + yˆαS
y
t,(α)
)]
,
(29)
where we include the non-vanishing g-tensor components
gxy, gzz. As an archetypal example, we take the es-
timated g-tensor values of Yb2Ti2O7
36: (gxy, gzz) =
(4.18, 1.77). Due to the magnetic dipole nature of the
XY moments, we have in addition to Eq. 4,
FXY,K =− n0
[
Sxαh
x
α
α
xx + S
y
αh
y
α
α
yy + (S
x
αh
y
α + S
y
αh
x
α) 
α
xy
]
− n1
[
Sxαh
x
α
α
yy + S
y
αh
y
α
α
xx − (Sxαhyα + Syαhxα) αxy
]
− n2
[
(Syαh
y
α − Sxαhxα) αxz + (Sxαhyα + Syαhxα) αyz
]
− n3
[
(Sxαh
x
α + S
y
αh
y
α) 
α
zz
]
− n5
[
Sxα
α
xz + S
y
α
α
yz
]
hzα
− n4
[
Sxα
(
αxx − αyy
)− 2Syααxy]hzα. (30)
where we again need the assistance of an external mag-
netic field in order to couple to the lattice strains, and we
implicitly sum over α = {0, 1, 2, 3}. Employing the cou-
plings in Eq. 4 and Eq. 30, the parallel length change to
a [111] magnetic field h = h√
3
(1, 1, 1) is
(
∆L
L
)[111]
(1,1,1),K
=− h
[
1√
3
(
2Sx(1) − Sx(2) − Sx(3)
)
+
(
Sy(2) − Sy(3)
)]
n˜
+
(g3 + g4)
3
√
3cB
h
[
3Sz(0) − S(1)z − Sz(2) − Sz(3)
]
(31)
− 2
√
3
27c44
h
[
(3g3 − 6g4)
(
9Sz(0) + S
z
(1) + S
z
(2) + S
z
(3)
)
+ (32g1 + 16g2)
(
Sz(1) + S
z
(2) + S
z
(3)
)]
= − 2n˜√
3
h
[
mxT1B +m
y
T1B
+mzT1B
]
− h
[
D0mA2g + (D1 +D2)
(
mxT1A +m
y
T1A
+mzT1A
) ]
Due to the same form of the Z couplings as the
non-Kramers case, the length change arising from
the Z dipole moment is identical. The XY contribu-
tion has the same form (albeit accompanied by the
magnetic field strength, h), with a complicated com-
bination of elastic-pseudospin coupling constants, n˜ =√
3
(2cB(5
√
2n0−3
√
2n1−4n2−2
√
2n3+4n4+
√
2n5)+
√
2c44(n0+n1+n3))
27c44cB
is a collection of constants. We also collect the constants
D0 = 4
√
3(−8g1+4g2−3g3+6g4)
9c44
, D1 = 8
√
3(4g1+2g2−3g3+6g4)
27c44
,
and D2 = 2(g3+g4)3√3cB . We take n˜ = −1 for the mag-
netostriction behaviours in Fig. S4, and use the
same choice of the other coupling constants as the
non-Kramers case (Supplementary Information V).
X. LENGTH CHANGE BEHAVIOURS OF
KRAMERS MAGNETICALLY ORDERED
PHASES
We present in Fig. S4 the magnetostriction behaviours
of the magnetically ordered ground states. Due to the
aforementioned mixing of the SI and SFM phases, we
present the behaviour for choice of J±, J±±, Jz± which
yields dominant SI (SFM) behaviour over SFM (SI). Just
as in Fig. 3, we denote jump discontinuous behaviours
in the magnetic ordering by vertical dashed lines.
In all the Kramers ions behaviours, at h = 0 the total
length change vanishes as is apparent from Eq. 31. More-
over, all phases possess a monotonically increasing XY
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FIG. S4. Length change, ∆L
L
, along the (1,1,1) direction under applied [111] magnetic field, h, for the various classically
magnetically ordered phases of Kramers ions (Jz± = 0.25Jzz). The dashed vertical lines denote regions of discontinuity in the
length change, intimately linked to the discontinuity in the pseudospin expectation values. The green, blue and red curves
denote the length change arising from the XY pseudospin (quadrupolar), Z pseudospin (dipole), and combined contributions,
respectively.
contribution to the length change. For the SI-dominant
phase in Fig. S4(a), there exist two points of discontinu-
ity. The first (at small field) arises due to Sz(0) becom-
ing fully polarized in the −zˆ0 direction, and the second
(at larger field) due to Sz(0) becoming polarized in the
+zˆ0 direction. This discontinuity also appears (albeit
less prominently) in the XY behaviour. The second dis-
continuity can be loosely associated to the discontinuity
in the NK case, in that Sz(0) becomes fully polarized in
both cases; however, since the magnetic field coupling in-
volves Sx,y(0,1,2,3), as well as the presence of the Jz± term, it
is not a direct comparison. The SFM-dominant phase in
Fig. S4(b) possesses a single discontinuity, which (just as
the second discontinuity point of the SI-dominant phase)
is associated with Sz(0) becoming fully polarized. The
broad maximum in the Z contribution arises due to a
gradual change in the sign of Sz(0) from S
z
(0) < 0 in the
SFM-like phase to the fully polarized Sz(0) = 1/2. The
PC phase in Fig. S4(c) also possesses two discontinu-
ous points: the first associated with Sz(0) becoming fully
polarized, and the second where Sy(1) → 0. From the nu-
merical minimization, the second discontinuity appears
to be continuous. Finally, the two 1D manifold states in
Fig. S4(d,e) have a single discontinuity again associated
with Sz(0) becoming fully polarized.
As seen, there is a lack of clear difference between the
various Kramers magnetically ordered phases. In fact,
only the SI-dominant phase appears to be distinct, with
the dipole contribution flipping sign after the disconti-
nuity. This suggests that unlike the non-Kramers ions,
magnetostriction is less suited for Kramers ions.
XI. 16-SITE ED STUDY OF QUANTUM SPIN
ICE
In this section, we present the 16-site ED study, which
served as a preliminary survey of the phase boundaries
in a finite sized cluster. The 16-site cluster is composed
of two Bravais lattice points in the global xˆ and yˆ direc-
tion, and a single lattice point in the global zˆ. Figure S5
depicts both a schematic of the 16-site cluster and the
precise locations of the sublattices with respect to the
boundary conditions.
As described in Methods, we perform the ED compu-
tation to obtain the following zero-temperature phase di-
agram in Fig. S6, at zero magnetic field. As seen, we
confirm the existence of three distinct phases separated
by phase boundaries. The phase boundaries are charac-
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FIG. S6. 16 site ED Phase diagram of Eq. 1 for non-Kramers
with J± = 0.02Jzz, J±± = 0.05Jzz. The phase boundaries are
denoted by the location of ∂
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terized as a singular point in the 2nd derivative of ground
state energy with respect to the two coupling constants
i.e. singularity in ∂2E/∂J2± and ∂
2E/∂J2±±. We compare
the qualitative similarity of Fig. S6 to the classical phase
diagram of Fig. 1 as well as the gMFT phase diagram
in Ref. 31. Although the precise location of the phase
boundaries is different when comparing ED to gMFT (or
even classical) studies, this is merely a consequence of
the finite-size effects of ED.
To understand the nature of these phases, we examine
the static-spin structure factor for each of the phases. We
use the same definition of the static structure factor as
in Methods,
Sαβ(q) =
∑
µ
Sαβµ (q) =
1
Ns
∑
µ
∑
i∈α,j∈β
e−ik·(Ri−Rj)〈Sµi Sµj 〉,
(32)
where µ sums over the three components {x, y, z} of the
pseudospin, α and β are sublattice indices {0, 1, 2, 3},
Ns is the total number of sites, i, j are site locations of
sublattice α, β, respectively; in the Ns = 16 site cluster,
there are four such i, j locations each. The wave number
k is represented by using primitive reciprocal vectors bi
as k =
∑3
i=1 qibi. From this notation, we can easily find
that the first Brillouin zone is for −1/2 < qi < 1/2. For
the 16 site cluster, there are two momenta points in the
kx and ky direction namely that of 0 and pi, while the kz
direction only has one momentum wavevector of 0, since
there is only one Bravais lattice point in the z direction.
We present in Fig. S7 the static structure factor S22(q)
for each of the three regions of Fig. S6, which provides
information on the long-range correlation effects in the
cluster. In particular, the location of the peak structure
provides information as to the nature of the multipolar
order realized in the system. For region I, we find in-
tensity peaks at q = (0, 0) and q = (pi, pi), which is a
reflection of a lack of an ordering wavevector within the
16-site cluster. This lack of order seems qualitatively
consistent with a QSL phase. On the other hand, phases
II and III have a single peak located at q = (0, 0), which
validates a q = 0 ordered state.
To distinguish phases II and III is, however, challeng-
ing as (described in Methods) the expectation value of the
local pseudospin moment in the absence of a symmetry-
breaking magnetic field is always zero in ED. By studying
the pseudospin-pseudospin correlation function, we can
fortunately demonstrate the consistency of these phases
with the classical ordered 1D manifold and PC phases.
For instance, in phase II, the nearest-neighbour correla-
tion is 〈Sx(y)α Sx(y)β 〉 > 0 and 〈SzαSzβ〉 > 0+. Here 0+ indi-
cates a positive, but order of magnetiude smaller number
than 〈Sx(y)α Sx(y)β 〉. This indicates a ferro-like correlation
in the xy local moments (that is dominant over any z
component correlation), which is consistent with the 1D
manifold of states. Similarly, for phase III, the nearest-
neighbour correlation is consistent with the PC phase.
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FIG. S7. The intensity distribution of S22(q) for each phases. The parameter sets are chosen as (J±, J±±) = (0.03, 0.1) for
phase I, (J±, J±±) = (0.4, 0.1) for phase II, and (J±, J±±) = (0.1, 0.8) for phase III, respectively.
Thus, we can reasonably claim that the 16-site ED phase
diagram matches well with the expected phase diagram
from gMFT. We use the 16-site ED phase diagram as a
guide for the choice of parameters to use for the 32-site
ED investigation of quantum spin ice. In particular, in
anticipation that the phase boundaries will likely shift,
we choose J± and J±± to be deep in phase I (the likely
quantum spin ice phase) and away from the phase bound-
aries.
XII. 32-SITE ED EXPECTATION VALUE OF
QUADRUPOLAR MOMENTS
As described in Methods, one can find the quadrupolar
(XY) expectation value from (i) the ‘correlator’ method
method, or (ii) obtain the explicit expectation value di-
rectly. In Fig. S8, we use the directly obtained expec-
tation value to plot the XY contribution to the magne-
tostriction under a [111] magnetic field, using the same
coupling parameters detailed in Supplementary Informa-
tion V.
XIII. IRREPS DECOMPOSITION OF NK AND
K MAGNETIC ORDERINGS
For completeness, we present the basis states of the
various magnetic orderings of the Kramers and non-
Kramers ions in Table S2. Although the Kramers and
non-Kramers ions have the same ‘types’ of orderings, due
to the difference in the symmetry transformations of JxJz
and Jx the SFM (cAFQL) and PC (cAFQL) phases have
different irrep labels.
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FIG. S8. XY magnetostriction behaviour from directly ob-
tained XY expectation value.
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TABLE S2. Basis states for the magnetic orderings of Kramers and non-Kramers ions. Abbreviations: AIAO = all-in / all-out, PC = Palmer-Chalker, SI = Spin Ice,
1D manifold of states, SFM = Splayed Ferromagnet; MSI= multipolar spin ice, coplanar ferro-quadrupolar orders= cAFQL, cAFQL, and FQL = = ferro-quadrupolar.
The two types of coplanar ferro-quadrupolar orders are related by a local C4z symmetry. The orderings are arranged into irreps of Td i.e. the pyrochlore point group.
Name Kramers case Order non-Kramers case Order
A2 MA2 =
1
2
(Sz(0) + S
z
(1) + S
z
(2) + S
z
(3)) AIAO MA2 =
1
2
(Sz(0) + S
z
(1) + S
z
(2) + S
z
(3)) AIAO
E
−→
ME =
1
2
(
Sx(0) + S
x
(1) + S
x
(2) + S
x
(3)
Sy(0) + S
y
(1) + S
y
(2) + S
y
(3)
)
1D Manifold
−→
ME =
1
2
(
Sx(0) + S
x
(1) + S
x
(2) + S
x
(3)
Sy(0) + S
y
(1) + S
y
(2) + S
y
(3)
)
FQL
T2
−→
MT2 =

1
2
(
Sy(0) + S
y
(1) − Sy(2) − Sy(3)
)
1
4
(−√3Sx(0) − Sy(0) +
√
3Sx(1) + S
y
(1) −
√
3Sx(2) − Sy(2) +
√
3Sx(3) + S
y
(3))
1
4
(
√
3Sx(0) − Sy(0) −
√
3Sx(1) + S
y
(1) −
√
3Sx(2) + S
y
(2) +
√
3Sx(3) − Sy(3))
 PC −→MT2 =

1
2
(
Sx(0) + S
x
(1) − Sx(2) − Sx(3)
)
1
4
(
−Sx(0) +
√
3Sy(0) + S
x
(1) −
√
3Sy(1) − Sx(2) +
√
3Sy(2) + S
x
(3) −
√
3Sy(3)
)
1
4
(
−Sx(0) −
√
3Sy(0) + S
x
(1) +
√
3Sy(1) + S
x
(2) +
√
3Sy(2) − Sx(3) −
√
3Sy(3)
)
 cAFQL
T1,A
−→
MT1,A =
1
2
Sz(0) + Sz(1) − Sz(2) − Sz(3)Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
Sz(0) − Sz(1) − Sz(2) + Sz(3)
 SI −→MT1,A = 12
Sz(0) + Sz(1) − Sz(2) − Sz(3)Sz(0) − Sz(1) + Sz(2) − Sz(3)
Sz(0) − Sz(1) − Sz(2) + Sz(3)
 MSI
T1,B
−→
MT1,B =

1
2
(
Sx(0) + S
x
(1) − Sx(2) − Sx(3)
)
1
4
(
−Sx(0) +
√
3Sy(0) + S
x
(1) −
√
3Sy(1) − Sx(2) +
√
3Sy(2) + S
x
(3) −
√
3Sy(3)
)
1
4
(
−Sx(0) −
√
3Sy(0) + S
x
(1) +
√
3Sy(1) + S
x
(2) +
√
3Sy(2) − Sx(3) −
√
3Sy(3)
)
 SFM −→MT1,B =

1
2
(
Sy(0) + S
y
(1) − Sy(2) − Sy(3)
)
1
4
(−√3Sx(0) − Sy(0) +
√
3Sx(1) + S
y
(1) −
√
3Sx(2) − Sy(2) +
√
3Sx(3) + S
y
(3))
1
4
(
√
3Sx(0) − Sy(0) −
√
3Sx(1) + S
y
(1) −
√
3Sx(2) + S
y
(2) +
√
3Sx(3) − Sy(3))
 cAFQL
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